Duh-DRUM SET: In order or preference:
1st: Of course an Orange County Drum and Percussion would be optimal!
2nd: DW Maple (NOT DW’s Pacific Percussion)
3rd: Pearl Masterworks
4th: Tama Starclassic Performer
5th: Yamaha Absolute Maple or Maple Custom

Sizes:
1- 22" Kick (18" or 20" deep)
1- 12" or 13" snare
1- 10" OR 12" rack tom
1- 16" floor tom

Cymbals: Zildjian A-Custom preferred
1- 13" or 14" Newbeat or A Custom (set of Hi-Hats)
1- 16” Crash
1- 18” Crash
1- 20" or 22" Rock Ride
+ all appropriate hardware, stands & foot pedals

Duh BASS Rig: (stage left) In order or preference:
1- Gallien-Krueger 800RB amp head (preferred)
OR: 1- GK 700 RB11; 1- GK 1001RB 11; SVT CL; SVT 1000
1- SVT 8x 10" cabinet (preferred)
OR: 2- Gallien-Krueger 4x10" cabinets

Duh GUITAR: (stage right) In order or preference:
1- Marshall TSL 100 watt head with footswitch
1- Marshall 4x 12" Slant cabinet
Backup:
1- Marshall TSL 602 Combo with footswitch

1- Professional series handheld wireless microphone
+ all necessary power cords/foot pedals, speaker cables, etc.

BACKLINE QUESTIONS? CONTACT: ITSACURSE@AOL.COM